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I write this short post to explain some things to family that may be confused.

Many words have been bastardized by the enemy. Morality, God, being a "good"
person, etc. What these mean for the enemy are nothing but grades to show how
much people have compromised themselves to their agenda. The goyim who
listen to them the most are called the moral, the good. The more ignorant you
are, the better citizen you are. The more knowledge you lack, the more you fear
"God".

Morality and ethics do not come as a result of indoctrination, but judgment, down
that block which we are. They come as superconscious understanding raises.

When you come to understand, for example, that your Race has to survive, this
is not a moral law generated by a jewish mind. It’s just an expression of nature's
will. When you understand that you have to actually control your mind to feel and
be better, because the mind on its own can become chaotic. When you
understand that a constant advancement is actually what is best for you, etc.
This is NOT morality nowadays.

This is complete "immorality". I am therefore, and always was since birth,
completely a thought criminal and immoral. By jewish and cattle standards, I am
a master helper of fellow immortals of this group, who are boundless and
unbound by the jewish "morality". Down this block, all of us are immoral. Bad
Goyim.

The jews say they are the founders of MORALITY. Without them, humanity would
have been IMMORAL and of SATAN. I give them that. Humanity would have
been healthy and sane.

They were the first to pretend, based on fake and stolen knowledge resulting
from superconscious understanding, that their MORALITY was GOOD. They
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were the first to weaponize this, and create what for centuries has been called
morality: a ranking system for how good or bad of a goy you are. But this is not
what "morality" means.

The enemy morality is based on literally nothing. It’s just that jews took the
position of the superconscious entities that, throughout the ages, generated
some rules that had to be followed for survival of civilization, and then the jews
threw civilization apart. As these "rules" had no other aim, no natural grounding,
but to make their race thrive and bind their enemies to die as slaves forever. In
fact, in this purpose they were quite successful.

In that sense, nobody here has "morality". We just have our inner, conscious
understanding that on its own defines laws, without any false added "software" in
the mind by the jews. This is what manifests when one meditates. Meditation
removes bindings.

When Nietzsche spoke about abolishing morality, this is what he meant. To
abolish all these programs and finally live free in your mind. This is when the real
individual is born. Nature does not build upon vanity. For example, if you exist
today, you exist because your parents did the immoral thing of getting you to
exist. We breathe, live, and thrive away from jewish morality, which is anti-life.

Morality that comes from superconsciousness (I hate the word morality) is
actually inner understanding. It’s the same as the senses of breathing, hearing,
etc.

A lot of people are stuck into false individuality. Let me give you an example.
Everyone you see outside of your home considers themselves a major individual
life form. But are they? They are still existing on a level, astrally, as a massive
hive entity, completely dominated by jews. Those on a higher level can see that
their so-called "differences" are really irrelevant and that they are a hive, even if
their beliefs are different.

In order to understand your individuality, you have to understand that you are
NOT an individual first. If xians understood it, they would have been becoming
Satanists in droves. As every one of them is egotistic, which is natural. Notice
how many people do not give up xianity for their vain EGO and to generate the



feeling that they know better, are in control of their lives, etc.

Vain = Fake = Unreal. This is my Vain Individuality. It’s fake - inexistent,
non-technically possible, just some shit to feel better about the fact that you are a
goy slave.

One likes their noodles spicy, the other doesn't. Individuality is not understood on
any other level, or exercised on any level, because there is no soul at all. It’s a
hoax so the slaves can feel comfy.

Individuality comes from having your own inner constitution, created by your will.
It does NOT mean others will not influence you.

We influence one another every day. However, you DECIDE and JUDGE about
it. It’s conscious, not subliminal like coca cola ads. It’s quality influence, not trash.

Likewise, I do not seek anyone to conform to a book of standards - I just transfer
by speech what this state of perception is. Because others already have it in
them, they grasp it. But it confuses people when they haven't been there before.

One example to understand: one time when I was new many many years ago, I
was pissed off at some person and wanted them to die so I had decided to curse
them. Because they were still alive, I asked Satan why this was the case,
because they were being blatantly overpowered and were total rot. However, this
person didn't have to die as they benefited to an extent. Their death at that point
would be catastrophic and therefore it didn't happen.

I, at the time, didn't know. Consciousness was lacking. Were I superconscious, I
would know before, and not engage at all in attempting this. My "morality" was
dumb and unfounded. Lack of knowledge did lack of wisdom.

Being superconscious in this case would also remove the need of the person to
die, and we could find mutual reasoning. This is one example. This is where
"Mercy" comes from. The more the awareness grows, the more things it envelops
within it. Vain individuality ceases and wisdom sets in. This had nothing to do with
any "morality". I wasn't going "by the book".



It didn't have to do with the "approval" or disapproval of anyone's standards. It
wasn't something purely mental, or something to just feel good about. No rabbi
came up with it. In the jungle it would still count validly, same as it would so long
as beings exist. This is an incident of "real moral thinking".

Which I just call superconsciousness. Because fuck (((morality))).

Satanic meditation increases and perfects the life in an individual. It removes the
blocks which cause people to act in disturbed and therefore criminal ways, and
gives enough power and vitality for a person to feel good and as thus be a better
person.

The closer one goes to "life”, the more they hate anti-life and the (((morality)))
that comes with it. Jewish morality isn't even fit for corpses. Not even the enemy
follows it. They just have this for the Goyim. And not even the Goyim really follow
it. They just try, in order to get divine evaluation from a jew even when it has
stated it will only favor Jews and wipe out the rest.

Such things are the problems that result from people distancing themselves from
the Hindu term, Sat Chit Ananda. Existence, consciousness, bliss. Here again
the "evil Sat-an" shows up.

Lastly, in Satanism there is something that unfortunately we have been taught to
call falsely "moral". It’s just understanding based on consciousness and super
consciousness, backed up by understanding of nature, which results from life,
and not vanity shit that we have generated just to feel important or as a social
joke. And that's all.
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